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Dc.mgn and dcceiupmwtt 01 a :Irrul; rly polarued and matched 11 -plane >ecwral horn antenna have been reported By
proper tnmnung iii the ilanue panuncn•rs, any desired polo itatwn e;in be obtained fiom the horn

Pioneer workers ' ` explored certain conditions for
lproductng circular polarization . tilt of polarization.
etc for i)enms from re lection griting with metallic
corrugated walls. The aim of the present study is to
design and develop a circularly polarized 11-plane
sectoral horit antenna using corrugated flange
technique These may find pr ;tc(rcal applications in
cottnnur:ication satellite, radar. etc.
Geometry of the flanged horn is -shown in Fig. 1.
Atunlttittun i, Selected fur the fabrication of the flanges
as it offers good conductivity , low cost and minimum
weight. F be experiment is conducted with corrugated
•,e ontb profiles having depths varying from 0 . 101); to
0,140 ., and corrugation periods varying from 0.110).
to where ,.. i.i the free space wavelength. The
on ut'atuni, air uirlim d it 45 t„ / veal) ciniporirril
I^.ir,tllcl to the plane of the fl;inec. I Jcprndin ); upon the
1'o>,itiin of Ihc Ilange limn) the alert uet i'), Ihc flan)!(.
angle (2 10 and frequency (1). the desired polaniat on
can be , yntlicsized I his technique can produce a
narrow pericil beam from the horn.
1'rtiaii,aliun pattern in the I/ plane of the flanged
burn i, plotted by rotating it di,tant linearly polarized
antenna. Mc radiation patteriia in the co-polar and
cross-polar planes are recorded in the usual manner
pith flare eii huru as the lraut : ntitter. I'he VSW R of the
system is also studied using the normal test bench
method . These experiments were done inside an
anechoic chamber.
The variations of the axial ratio along the on-axis
with the position of the flange from the aperture of the
horn ( Z) are shown in Fig. 2 . It is clear that there is a
critical position for achieving a circular polarization.
i,;enerally . the pattern is elliptically polarized 13y
measurement of VSW R. it is observed that the
matching condition also is improved at this critical
position . In this case , at 9.345 GHz the VSWR with
and without flanges are 1.32 and 153, respectively.
i'he radiation patterns in the co-polar , cross-polar and
45 planes for the above system arc presented in Fig. 3.

the on-axis axial ratio of the system is 0.265 d13.
Typical radiation pattern having predominant cros,polarization is Shown in Fig. 4. Typical radiation
patterns monitored by left and right hand helical
antenna are shown in Figs 5 and 6. It is interesting to
note that when the tilt ofcorrugation is 45 as shown in
t lg 5 the sense of rotation is left and when the tilt angle

I it! I (icomctry of the flanged 11-plane cectoral horn
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Fig. 2 Variation of axr,tl ratio with the
posrnon of the flange from the aperture(Z)
(I'langes with corrugation parameters d
-U 1875;, a -0.156;, h=0.125; and
flange angle 2/3 45". horn length
23 5 cot, //-plane width It) cm and
Ila re angle 24 r. 3 2 cm)
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Pit. 3 Tgpic•al radiation pattern in different planes with
2 cmand'. ? 0111 Co-polar------ Cross-polar. and
.45 plane)
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Fig. 5 Radiation pattern monitored by the helical antenna,
when the tilt of corrugation was 45 ( , Right-hand helical
antenna; and .-., left-hand helical anun-,u
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I-irt 4 lypi al radiation pattern having predominant crosspraarinuion ror /-4.5 cm and =- 3.2 cm 1 „-polar.
and ---. Cross- polar)
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Fig. t, Same as Fig . 5 but for 135 silt

is t3; tl-:ig. 6) it is circularly polarized in the righthand sense.
T he experimental results can be physically e>.plamcd
as follo s. The:nc:dent plane polarized wave originated
fr.;m th; horn is inclined at 4^ to the corrucatinn. This
wave on the groove surface can be resolved into I
:end TM components'. The tips of-the corrugation will
acct as secondary radiators for the TEcomponents and
;tie totally reflected from the top of the corr^rgation,
fl.e. other component is reflected from the hottom of
the corrugations. At a particular value of Z, these two
components and radiation from the horn may produce
two equal and orthogonal components with phase
quadrature which results in circular polarization.
Here, it is observed that for it particular depth we can
prraluce circular- polarization at different wavelengths
k proper adjustment of the other flange par-inieters.

From the experiment. the optimum periodicity ter
fair)ti good circular polarisation is in the range < k 1.
The main advantage of this type of antenna is then
adjustment could be done readily to produce ;tnv
desires polarization.
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